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Objectives

1.  Create and maintain a formal long-range facilities plan to ensure

proper planning and continuity with historical work to this point. 

2.  Implementation of the plan will be pending enrollment needs and

availability of funds

3.  The school district will annually assess items included in the plan

as well as reports from the Buildings and Grounds Director to ensure

annual maintenance is conducted to maintain high quality in the

facilities offered by the school district and to assess potential

replacement options as needed. 

4.  Ensure investments of school funds related to facilities and

ongoing maintenance obligations are feasible and aligned to the

overall vision of the facility plan. Work prior to 2022 was aligned the

facility plan to actual needs and has recognized the school district for

its high quality facilities and planning. 

5.  Maintain its reputation as one of the top school districts in North

Dakota pertaining to educational facilities and minimizing impact to

the local taxpayers. 

S U M M A R Y

The McKenzie County Public School District #1 has a long history of

pride in its educational facilities and ensuring the appropriate level of

resources and allocation to ensure the facilities meet current and

future needs. This plan was completed in conjunction with the

strategic plan developed in 2021 to outline the next 5 years and

correlations to facilities and the educational environment. 
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Badlands Elementary School, formerly Watford City Elementary

School, was built in 1974 and an addition added in 1976 as well as

1981. No major changes occurred to the facility until 2012 when

30,000 square feet was added to the building as well as renovation of

existing spaces. The addition in 2012 added a full-size gymnasium,

library, kindergarten classrooms, music rooms, main office space and

conference/work rooms, and special education, EL and Title program

rooms. The kitchen was replaced and new construction.Other

improvements included new air handling units around 2010 as well as

substantial roof replacement. A new playground was added in 2013

followed by a rink around financed by the Park Board and joint use

with the community.  The parking lots in the east and north sides of

the buildings were improved in 2013 with hard surface and to

separate pick-up and bus traffic; leaving the main entry for guest

parking and low density traffic. Badlands Elementary School is

adjacent to Wolf Pup Daycare and a joint use agreement in place for

WolfPup employees and use of the main parking lot area for Wolf Pup

Daycare employees. 

BADLANDS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(300 3RD AVENUE SE, WATFORD CITY, ND):

F A C I L I T Y  A S S E S S M E N T S
A N D  A N A L Y S I S  R E P O R T :
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Building Capacity:  

Badlands Elementary School is a 4/5 section elementary school that is

primarily designed for four sections with additional spaces allocated

for intervention and other programming that can be utilized for a fifth

section as needed. The capacity is assumed to be approximately 600

students. The most students on site at Badlands Elementary was 2014

with approximately 800 students and 10 portable classrooms on site.

An addition/connector for portables on the south side of the building 
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was built onto Badlands Elementary school to accommodate the

portable classrooms and was revisited in 2018 with portable

classrooms prior to the construction of Fox Hills elementary school.

The connector addition was removed in 2019. 

Infrastructure:

Boilers – Larger unit purchased in 2012; maintained smaller unit that

was existing. 

Pumps and expansion tanks were also replaced in 2012. 

Existing water lines and sewer lines replaced as needed

Roofing has all been replaced around the 2010-2012 timeframes.

Exterior and interior lights have been replaced to T8 as per the 2007

ESG project. 

Carpeting and flooring all replaced in 2012

No generator in the building at this time; battery operated back-up

lights. 

Main entry asphalt is at the end of this life expectancy. 

Utilities available at the playground greenspace as previously used for

teacher housing units.

Educational Components:

Classrooms have classroom audio systems as well as interactive

monitors in each classroom space.

Each classroom also has a document camera for teacher and student

utilization. 

Classroom cabinetry was added in 2011 to existing classroom spaces. 

Modular furniture added to all grade levels, except for kindergarten,

in the fall of 2021. 

Overall notes and assessment:

Despite being the oldest core educational building in the school

district, Badlands Elementary School, with its $11.5 million

renovation in 2012, has a long lifespan ahead with minimal overall

pending infrastructure related projects. The boilers and piping

infrastructure has sustained itself well compared to the Middle

School as the two older educational facilities in the school district.
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The one floor layout makes it prohibited to add additional space to

the building; which the current model is to limit elementary buildings

to four sections/600 students as much as possible. The older

construction of the building compared to Fox Hills Elementary School

limits it capacity to facilitate newer learning models such as common

areas and collaborative spaces.  Discussion of renovations to match

the learning experience at Fox Hills were discussed with Fox Hills

planning, however, no formal plans for extensive renovations or

additions are currently being considered and no proposals from

Badlands administration have been received to this point. Expansion

of parking and loading capacity on the north side of the building has

been discussed due to constraints with capacity and loading students

after school; no plans in place at this time to expand this parking area.  

Access to the east and former football field parking is unimproved at

this time. Due to limited use, the hard surfacing of this space has not

been formally considered by the Board. Access to the south from the

bus/employee parking area has been discussed on occasion to better

separate bus and automobile traffic.The city has tentative plans to

address this access if needed in the future. 

Watford City Middle School, formerly Watford City High School, was

built in 1984 and 1985 in two phases. It also maintained the band

room area built in around 1974 and the gymnasium built in 1957.The

overall building has been well maintained to this point and is

structurally sound as it reaches its half-life.The playground was added

in 2018 (replaced the old coal plant) to help the transition of grades

3-5 to the middle school after the district grade reconfiguration and

was designed to be a “middle school” playground. The coal plant was

demolished recently and was decommissioned in 2007 with the

transition to natural gas from coal for both the elementary and high

school buildings.The gym floor and carpet flooring was replaced in

2006. The parking lot was done in 1999. 

WATFORD CITY MIDDLE SCHOOL 
(100 THIRD STREET NE):
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Building Capacity:

The capacity of the middle school is assumed to be approximately 600

students. Lockers were added in 2014 to allow for lockers to be

issued for up to 600 students. The building held more than 600

students, approximately 650, prior to the new high school completion.

The building was designed in 1984 to facilitate a “third floor” with the

structure to add a floor in the future. This was verified by JLG in

initial studies of 2014 and prior to the bond referendum. The

additional floor could add up to 300 more students to the operational

capacity and accommodate grade levels of up to 300

students.Portable classrooms are not as feasible for the middle school

due to the land locked nature and location within a city residential

area. 

Infrastructure:

The school board invested in an extensive study of the middle school

building in the fall of 2021.The report generated from the study in

included in this facility plan. The study reviews the infrastructure of

the building, outlines deferred and preventive maintenance needs, as

options regarding renovation and addition to the building based on

the transition to middle level and enrollment triggers.(See Included

study).

Educational Components:

The middle school added classroom amplification systems in the fall of

2021 as well as classroom interactive monitors in the fall of 2020.

Classrooms have access to document cameras. The classroom doors

do not have locks on the inside of the room as deemed appropriate

per the crisis plan. With the transition to a middle school, various

spaces and classrooms are no longer relevant to the middle level.

These spaces need to be repurposed or reassigned to meet the needs

of the middle school; which may require some levels of renovation.

The highest priority remains the 8th grade wing (former science wing

of the high school) due to its smaller spaces and not being conducive

to a typical, flexible classroom space for middle level teachers and

students. The middle school has the highest volume of interior

classrooms with no outside light. 
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Overall notes and assessment:

The middle school is a well maintained and structurally sound building

after 35+ years of operation.With the recent transformation to a

middle school, some facility work is needed to better utilize spaces

and to promote the educational environment that is part of the middle

level philosophy.The entrance of the middle school is the only

building without a fully “secured” entrance during the school day and

is part of the study to consider for future investment. Due to its

former, traditional high school design, the building layout can be a

challenge with the grade level “houses” that is part of the middle

school philosophy. Overall, a high school transitions very well into a

middle school; however, the larger shop spaces and science labs

require work to use the space for middle level curriculum. The middle

school building remains a viable building with a sense of pride in the

community; with some minor work it can transition completely to a

middle school and offer some of the advantages found at the high

school and other newer facilities.The middle school remains a valued

facility in the school district and its location applies well to the middle

school level with limited parking and green space. 

Fox Hills Elementary School was completed in the fall of 2020 and is

the newest facility in the school district. The building was designed to

be replicable for potential additional elementary schools, if needed,

and to provide flexibility to address future educational models while

still serving the current needs and comparable experience at Badlands

Elementary School.  The design is based around grade level “houses”

to promote grade level autonomy and efficiencies with a central

collaborative area to promote collaboration and project based

learning opportunities. The two story building provides for less

walking distance to central services and a smaller, less “sprawling”

feel as compared to Badlands and its one-floor design. Fox Hills

Elementary School used design aspects from WCHS and incorporated

a more practical approach in regards to natural light and a modern

feel that is also flexible and can accommodate future changes to 

FOX HILLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
(2610 WOLVES DEN PARKWAY):
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instructional models and practices. 

Building Capacity:

Fox Hills Elementary School was designed to match the capacity of

Badlands Elementary School with 4 sections per grade level with a

few other classrooms to be used for other purposes or overflow. The

rated capacity of Fox Hills is 600 students; the design adjusted for

“intervention” rooms to be completed as regular, although slightly

smaller, regular classrooms to accommodate five sections is needed.

The design allows for some flexibility and to reach/exceed capacity

for short periods of time, if needed.  The school district has used 600

students as its maximum capacity for elementary buildings (4

sections) and Fox Hills provides that capacity to service its

attendance area. 

Infrastructure:

Fox Hills incorporates much of the same infrastructure and services

as provided in WCHS. Fox Hills has two boilers and also implements a

chiller system in a similar manner as the high school. The school

district elected to use polished concrete for the first time in its

buildings as an alternative to carpet or LVT in high traffic areas; its

durability and ease of cleaning were the basis for the selection.The

high school uses terrazzo in its high traffic/visibility areas of which

the polished concrete served as a more cost effective choice with

similar function. Fox Hills is located on 15 acres and is adjacent to

extensive walking paths, including to the high school, of which the

buildings can be used together for crisis planning and joint

programming. The generator capacity for Fox Hills is strong and has

proven successful in power outages to date. Generally, Fox Hills, due

to its recent construction and design, has strong infrastructure

capacity and limited items to monitor or address in the short term.

Educational Components:

Fox Hills uses the same BenQ interactive board as Badlands and the

Middle School as well as flexible seating as part of the district wide 
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furniture plan/concept driven by Fox Hills and followed by Badlands

and the Middle School. The fifth classroom in each grade level house

provides options for intervention to coordinate with the school

district MTSS plan and use of interventionist teachers. The

availability of services, such as bathrooms, in each house also

minimizes transition times and avoid reductions in classroom

instructional time. Each classroom has an amplification system and

the use of flexible seating allows for groups to be used as part of the

curriculum and educational philosophy. The collaborative space and

dedicated book library used for Benchmark Literacy provide supports

and resources outside of the classroom space itself. 

Overall Notes and Assessment:

Fox Hills Elementary School was deemed a successful design and

implementation based on previous projects and previous Badlands

Elementary School project. There are few oversights or shortcomings

identified with Fox Hills; however, the one that has been discussed to

this point is building storage. The use of large stairwells has been

nullified by fire inspectors as an option for larger custodial items; the

repurposing of other spaces has occurred to maximum storage

capacity in the building and to explore options to further use of

centralized storage to rely less on each educational building. The

kitchen space was short on storage capacity by some in the food

service department; some options to expand storage were briefly

explored, however, no actions taken to this point. With the fourth

building in place, centralized storage has been discussed as a

component of the facility plan to promote efficiencies and less

reliance on storage space in each building. The central receiving area

for larger deliveries has been identified as limited by some and

discussion of expanding this space to better accommodate larger

truck deliveries, primarily for food service and may depend on the

exploration of centralized storage as a school district. 

Watford City High School was completed in 2016 with students

WATFORD CITY HIGH SCHOOL
(2313 WOLVES DEN PARKWAY):
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moving into the building on February 15th, 2016 in the middle of the

school year. The high school was designed for grades 9-12, however,

was used for grades 7-12 until the 2020-2021 school year when Fox

Hills Elementary School opened and the middle school was

reconfigured for grades 6-8.The high school was designed as a three

level building with classrooms separated into one section and the

central services mostly likely to be used by the public in the main

“concourse” area.The choice was made to pursue a design that

promoted the larger concourse “main street” that provided access to

the programming areas and did not use the cafeteria as the main open

areas as you enter the building. The building design also provided a

designated location for the fine arts department adjacent to the

performing arts center to provide easy access and collaboration. The

other Career and Technical classrooms were also designed on the first

floor to promote collaboration and transport of projects that could be

used by the department and theater space. The unique design was

also to match the connected Rough Rider Center that was designed

slightly after the high school building. The high school provides a

“campus” feel similar to a junior college with its collaborative areas

and use of windows for natural light. Each department “house” has six

classrooms with capacity of 25-30 in each classroom space; the

science department has five classrooms each with its own laboratory

equipment. In 2020 the greenhouse was completed as planned and

outside the original construction project. 

Building Capacity:

The high school was designed for 800+ students with an option for

expansion to the east of the building and using the top of the cafeteria

(load bearing) to transition to a “freshman” wing of the building to

increase capacity to approximately 1200 students. The core services

of the building, food service, gymnasium, etc. were designed to meet

additional capacity if needed in the future; the cafeteria was

expanded in the middle of the project as a change order to ensure

current and future capacity needs. The Performing Arts Center has a

capacity of approximately 550 and the cafeteria approximately 350

students. The gymnasium has a capacity of 1400 students and

correlates well with the RRC Arena and a capacity of over 2600. 
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Infrastructure:

The infrastructure of WCHS is still relatively new and offers capacity

to address potential future growth, if needed. This facility offers a

substantial amount of terrazzo flooring which should last the lifespan

of the building with limited to no maintenance required. The building

offers extensive windows which assists with building utilities with

natural light capacity and has provided for limited cost in

maintenance compared to initial projections. Three boilers are

provided in this facility as well as a chiller system; initial challenges

with the chiller system have been addressed and has been a more

consistence system the last few years. The facility has added the

greenhouse that was not completed initially in 2020 with no other

additions planned at this time. The building has changed its approach

to storage over the short lifespan thus far and continues to shift the

use of spaces as deemed necessary. The transition to grades 9-12 in

2020-2021 has been helpful to revert back to design vision and to use

the building as intended in all purposes. Initial concerns with sound

leak between the Performing Arts space and the gymnasium have

been addressed as well as sound transfer in the VoAg shop spaces

with classrooms above. The prospect of a CTE Center to provide

extended services will complement the decision to limit the size of the

VoAg/CTE space in this building to allow for this capacity in the

future. 

Educational Components:

All classrooms have an 80” monitor (non-interactive) as well as an

amplification system that includes a panic button connect to the high

school office. The classrooms and “houses” are setup for project based

learning and team teaching opportunities. Each floor has a small

group room to be used for various purposes to coordinate with the

main collaborative spaces. The two spaces not completed with initial

construction were the Performing Arts Center and McKenzie Grill to

allow for further development based on need and programming. The

computer lab within the Media Center was revised to accommodate

Corp of Discovery programming after initial construction. 
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Overall Notes and Assessment:

WCHS has a square footage of approximately 167,000 and occupancy

between 800-900 students. Its connection with the Rough Rider

Center provides other flexibilities and options if capacity becomes an

issue in upcoming years.A contingency for another wing to be added

to the east was tentatively addressed during initial construction; the

roof of the cafeteria was reinforced to be used as a floor and

connection to the other wing if needed in the future. The modern

design and flexibility should provide optimal learning environments

for decades to come. 

Transportation and Early Learning Center facility (908 4th Avenue NE):

Formally the McKenzie Electric Building, this facility was purchased in

2017 from MEC for $2 million.The building was constructed in many

phases with the original facility dated to the 1950s and at least 2

phases of additions since initial construction.  The building is

approximately 16,000 square feet with outbuildings available on the

7-acre site. The school district completed the hard surfacing of the

parking area to accommodate the entire school bus fleet at the time

of approximately 45 buses.The vision for the facility was to provide

additional transportation services with on-site mechanical work and

office spaces. The longer range vision for the facility at the time was

to pursue off-site options for Career and Technical classes; however,

the distance and spaces did not accommodate this as well as expected.

Head Start began programming in our community in 2019 and spaces

was renovated in the building to accommodate the use for early

childhood/preschool. The school district elected to pursue contracted

services in 2019 and since certain portions of the building is rented to

Harlow’s Bus Service. The Wolves Center Academy (alternative

school) received DPI approval in 2020-2021 and those services are

now based out of this facility as well. The school district attempted to

centralize office space for the technology and EL programs and was

used for those purposes through 2021-2022; until they were moved

for programming purposes to other spaces. In 2021, the school

OTHER FACILITIES: 
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district renovated the kitchen and board room space to accommodate

preschool special education programming. Two classroom spaces

were created as well as meeting rooms to allow for preschool special

education and Head Start to coordinate services and take advantage

of like peers. Infrastructure and improvements were addressed in

both Phase 1 and 2 of the facility plan; bathroom capacity and ADA

remain issues to address in the future.Lighting was improved with a

homeland security grant in 2021 and controls were updated to match

those through Johnson Controls and other facilities. The building

does not have access to natural gas at this time and has been

considered an option if cost feasible. 

Technology Building (105 ½ 4th St SE)

This building was a replacement for the Courthouse facility that was

demolished in 2010 and a precast structure was constructed in its

place to serve as the transportation facility at that time. The building

was precast to address elevation and retention that would be needed

for construction other than precast.  The project cost approximately

$600,000.00; some electrical post expansion for vehicles was also

added over time as well as a concrete pad for bus cleaning. An

additional garage stall was added in 2016 to accommodate a single

bus and maintenance work. The building was no longer used for

transportation after the acquisition of the MEC building and used for

custodial storage. The building was converted to a technology

infrastructure building in 2021 and technology mainframes and

access was moved the building as all networking and internet access is

now facilitated through this building. The facility is also used for

technology storage and maintenance work as needed; classroom is

planned in the building to allow for technology trainings to be

performed from this site as well. 

The school district owns approximately 6 2.25 acres of property in

various locations as previous one-room schoolhouse locations prior to

the consolidation of 1963. The school district is in the process of 

PROPERTIES:
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analyzing future use and consideration of selling or leasing the

property to neighboring land owners. 

The school district owns land between the middle school and

Badlands Elementary School in Watford City; the school district is

leasing a section of the property to the Watford City Park Board that

will expire June 1, 2030. The school district also owns property along

3rd Avenue SE that was created when the railroad was removed from

the area decades ago. The school district is working with the City to

use City right-of-way and to remove the property from school district

ownership; a lack of survey information has prohibited the school

district from selling the property that has no used by the school

district. 

The school district recently acquired, through land donation, a 53-

acre section of property with a legal description of “portion of the S ½

of the NW quarter of section 10, Township 150 North Range 98 West

located along Hwy 1806. The land was donated as part of the Bakken

Area Skills Center initiative and the future of the vacant farm

property is undetermined at this time; the school district is open to

selling the property to help fund the BASC project. 

The school district has collaborated with the City of Watford City and

McKenzie County to address employee housing and daycare needs of

the community. The school district currently supports financially Wolf

Run I and II facilities constructed to provide employee housing during

times of drastic housing shortages and controlling rent for essential

workers.The City of Watford City holds the debt on the employee

housing projects and the governing board is actively pursuing sale of

the property due to lower rental rates at this time and expansion of

offerings in the community. The school district does not own any

employee housing at this time and simply supports the City through a

JPA to offset the debt payments associated with the property.The

school district previously owned 14 mobile homes and infrastructure 

COLLABORATIONS:
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on the Badlands property to address employee housing; these units

were sold when Wolf Run I was constructed. 

The school district is included in a JPA with the City of Watford City

for use of the Rough Rider Center and associated activities as it

relates to coordination with the high school and programming. 

McKenzie County Public School District #1 has utilized the

demographic services of RSP & Associates since 2014 on an annual

basis. The services provide a comprehensive and mathematical basis

behind enrollment projections and include inputs from over 200

sources as part of the formula. The latest comprehensive study results

are available on the website for review. The following is the summary

of the enrollment projects as provided to the MCPSD #1 in January,

2022:

The current projections will not require additional educational

facilities in the short five-year term; pending changes to local

economics and housing capacity in our school district. The school

district has identified property in the Homestead development (north

of Watford City) that is owned by the City of Watford City and

identified as a potential location for an elementary school building.

Plans with the elementary attendance boundary were drawn to

LONG RANGE FACILITY NEEDS AND
ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS:
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accommodate a third boundary if needed. The 15-acre site will be

considered for a future elementary school building pending

infrastructure build-out and general development of this area at that

time. 

Facility plans for potential expansion of Watford City Middle School

and Watford City High School are available and in draft form; a formal

facility plan was conducted on WCMS in 2021 and outlines a multi-

phase plan to address building age, infrastructure, and

accommodation of possible expansion with a third floor. This would

increase capacity of the middle school to 800-900 students. Watford

City High School can address expansion to the northeast of the

current facility with an additional “wing” and expanding the capacity

of the building to almost 1200 students. 

The school district expects continued student growth with varying

levels of acceleration based on external factors. The school district

will continue to monitor those factors and its demographic studies to

ensure alignment with the long range facility plan and changes in the

region that may impact student enrollment projections and ultimately

the long-rage facility plan itself. 



1.Middle school facility plan:

a.    Phase 1 – security at main entrance

b.    Phase 1a – renovation of old science wing to eighth grade house

c.     Phase 2 – other renovations driven by conversion of programming

from high school to middle school

d.    Phase 3 – required due to enrollment growth (long-range)

e.    Flexible furniture considered as summer 2022 project (last

building in need of upgrade)

2.Transportation building:

a.    Consideration of next phases and overall vision/purpose of the

facility and its outlying buildings. 

b.    Centralization of services consideration to include – centralized

food storage, offices, and other operational departments. 

c.     Overall centralized storage and functionality to be addressed and

serve the educational facilities and expanding storage needs

d.    Long-range plan for early childhood programming and use of the

facility for this purpose. 

3.Badlands Elementary School:

a.    Monitoring of older section of the building and infrastructure

needs related to piping and older items. 

b.    Transition of programming areas to better accommodate learning

and teaching styles. 

c.     Parking lot areas (only educational facility with asphalt parking

lot)

d.    Intercom system and classroom audio replacement pending

consideration summer 2022

4.Fox Hills Elementary School:

a.    Truck access consideration

U P C O M I N G  P L A N N I N G  I T E M S
F O R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  A N D  N E X T
S T E P S
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b. Storage and repurposing of areas

5.Watford City High School:

a. Completion of Performing Arts Center infrastructure

b. Repurpose of lower level storage space

c. Wall coverings and vinyl work/murals 

6. Bakken Area Skills Center

a. Project approval and completion planning

b. Role of CTE, post-secondary, and workforce in WCHS planning

c. Integration of alternative school programming in facility for

convenience and availability of offerings

7. Role and involvement with RRC/WCPB/CoWC

a. Long-range collaborations and maintenance agreements

The MCPSD #1 school board and the Buildings and Grounds

Committee annually assess building projects and upkeep as it relates

to the general fund budget/obligations. The school district has the

capacity to raise its Building Fund levy to 20 mills as per the 2018

bond referendum for Fox Hills Elementary School. The school board

has maintained a 10 mill Building Fund levy to primarily address

larger construction projects and bonded indebtedness through the

Building Fund.An attempt to use the interest on the Building Fund for

ongoing maintenance projects was implemented in 2020 and is

considered each year for feasibility. 

In 2007, the school district decommissioned its coal plant and

converted its buildings to natural gas. The former coal plant was

demolished in 2018 to accommodate a new playground for the middle

school building. The ESG energy audit in 2007 upgrades buildings to

T12 lights and control software to provide greater efficiency in the

buildings. All school buildings are operated by natural gas, with the

exception of a portion of the Transportation building with a

geothermal system. 
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With the new facilities and upgrades; the efficiency of operational

costs is solid in all buildings.Older windows at Badlands Elementary

and WCMS may need consideration in the short/long term plan.

Consideration of LED lighting based on possible grant availability and

feasibility will be ongoing. 



The following set of guiding principles are used to assist in the

decision-making process regarding facility usage and capacities. 

Guiding Principles for Facility Decisions:

1.    Ensure the facilities and grounds promote all aspects of the

Strategic Plan and assist in meeting the goals and objectives outlined in

the plan. 

2.    The facilities accommodate recognized levels of class sizes deemed

as appropriate and feasible by the school district administration:

a.    Primary elementary (K-2) = 20 to 23 students

b.    Intermediate elementary (3-5) = 23 to 25 students

c.     Middle school (6-8) = 25 to 28 students

d.    High School (9-12) = 25 to 28 students

3.    The school district established grade configuration of K-5, 6-8, and

9-12 will be maintained in any future facilities and planning. 

4.    An efficient and plausible deferred maintenance plan will be in

place to ensure facilities reach expended lifespans and expectations

outlined in the facility plan.

5.    All facilities will accommodate special populations (ex. ADA) and

other accommodations as outlined in law or ease of facility use. 

6.    Fiscal responsibility is a priority with all aspects of the facility plan

and ability to maintain facilities into the future as part of the plan. 

7.    Ensure attendance boundaries are monitored and ensure equitable

class sizes between elementary school buildings.

8.    Consider student transportation and the vast, rural nature of

MCPSD #1 when addressing facility plan objectives and strategies.

9.    Use student growth and data to align with facility planning and

timing of projects. 

10.  Prevent misuse of funds and resources by ensuring all facility

planning accounts for multiple contingencies and flexibility to address

needs in the future
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G U I D I N G  P R I N C I P L E S  A N D
G E N E R A L  O U T L O O K :
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1.    Middle School Facility Study – October, 2021

2.    Transportation Building Data 

ADDENDUM:


